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Abstract: We recently investigated the optimal flexible operation of electrified biodiesel
production, employing different process configurations with buffer tanks but without heat
integration (https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.iecr.3c03074). Herein, we study the implications of
incorporating heat integration on process flexibility. We present two process configurations
that include heat integration across all three process columns. One of these configurations
incorporates additional heating units for reboilers, while the other operates without them.
As expected, introducing additional heating units increases process flexibility, yielding higher
energy cost savings. We also propose a third configuration wherein we deploy two decentralized
optimizers, reducing computational expenses while achieving comparable energy cost savings.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The flexible operation of electrified chemical processes,
driven by renewable electricity, presents economic and
possibly ecological incentives toward a more sustainable
chemical industry (Mitsos et al. (2018); Barton (2020)).
However, achieving this transformative shift entails a de-
parture from the conventional steady-state (SS) mode of
operation, which poses a notable challenge to the fields of
process design and operation (Cegla et al. (2023)).

We recently proposed electrifying biodiesel production and
investigated its optimal flexible operation using interme-
diate and final buffer tanks (El Wajeh et al. (2024)).
We explored the operational flexibility of three process
configurations and compared the outcomes of their dy-
namic optimization (DO) strategies with those of an op-
timal SS operation while considering a typical demand-
response scenario. Our findings underscored that, as ex-
pected, intermediate buffer tanks facilitate the full realiza-
tion of process flexibility potential, leading to heightened
economic performance in dynamic operations. However,
this process design did not incorporate heat integration
(HI). The integration of heat across multiple units is a
prevalent practice in complex and modern chemical plants,
aiming for energy efficiency, i.e., minimal external energy
supply. Despite this, the optimal flexible operation in
heat-integrated chemical processes with the aid of buffer
tanks remains underexplored. HI introduces additional
intricacies and interdependencies among unit operations,
potentially making the flexible operation more intricate
and constraining the optimization options (Chen and Yang
(2021)).

Herein, we examine how HI impacts the flexible operation
of the previously considered biodiesel production process,
particularly in terms of the degrees of freedom available

for optimization. We present three different process con-
figurations for HI. In the initial two configurations, com-
plete HI is applied to all three distillation columns within
the process. We investigate the flexible operation of the
process, both with and without external heating units for
the reboilers. Since these additional heating units are only
relevant in the context of flexible operation, particularly
concerning demand-side management, our objective is to
assess the effect of these external heat sources on the
process flexibility in dynamic operation.

Furthermore, we introduce a third configuration allow-
ing the implementation of two decentralized optimizers,
each dealing with a smaller problem. This contrasts with
the centralized approach adopted in the other configu-
rations. Within this setup, vapor recompression (VRC)
(Harwardt and Marquardt (2012); Guedes do Nascimento
et al. (2023)) is applied to one column, while the other
two columns are heat-integrated. This configuration stems
from the potential demonstrated by decentralized optimiz-
ers in terms of computational performance, as highlighted
in our prior work (El Wajeh et al. (2024)). The three
configurations are subsequently benchmarked against their
respective SS operations, as well as against a dynamic op-
eration of a previous configuration without HI. While our
evaluation of the three configurations is based on economic
objectives, the inclusion of additional units in each config-
uration may have varying implications for sustainability in
terms of overall energy consumption and capital costs.

The structure of the manuscript unfolds as follows. We
begin with detailing the configurations employed for HI
within the biodiesel production process. Following this,
we present the formulation of the solved optimization
problems before elaborating on their implementation and
the operational scenario considered. Lastly, we present and
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Fig. 1. Biodiesel process flowsheet including both intermediate and final buffer tanks and incorporating a centralized
optimization approach. The configurations with full heat integration adopt this flowsheet, wherein the heat-
integrated three columns are interconnected by the dashed-red streams depicted.

discuss the findings derived from this study, before drawing
our conclusions.

2. BIODIESEL PRODUCTION APPLICATION

In El Wajeh et al. (2023), we introduced and delineated
the biodiesel production process under consideration, pre-
senting its dynamic model and making it readily accessible
open source. More recently (El Wajeh et al. (2024)), we
explored its flexible operation for demand-side manage-
ment, investigating different process configurations and
optimization methodologies. Herein, we use the process
configuration that incorporates both intermediate and fi-
nal buffer tanks and extend it to accommodate HI. Conse-
quently, we focus only on explaining these specific con-
figurations along with their corresponding optimization
strategies.

2.1 Process configurations with full heat integration

Fig. 1 illustrates the considered process with full HI across
the three distillation columns within the system. The heat
exchange in the transesterifier system primarily operates
in cooling mode, utilizing room-temperature water, while
its electrified heating mode (cf. El Wajeh et al. (2024)),
if activated at all, is negligible compared to the power
demand of the columns. The transesterifier is thus not

considered in the HI. We provide a succinct explanation
here regarding the necessity of the buffer tanks depicted,
and we direct readers to our prior work (El Wajeh et al.
(2024)) for more detailed description.

The potential for flexibility varies among different unit
operations, determined not only by their operational limits
but also by their locations within the process. To ex-
emplify, limitations on liquid levels in downstream pro-
cesses can impede the flexibility of production in upstream
processes. An effective remedy involves the incorporation
of intermediate buffer tanks between distinct sections of
the process, enabling the uncoupling of their dynamics
and thereby facilitating the maximal utilization of overall
production flexibility. In the context of this study, we
introduce the buffer tank InterTankRSR to fully unlock the
production flexibility potential of the methanol column.
This is essential as the output production rate of this
column is constrained by liquid level limitations in down-
stream processes, specifically the decanter and columns.
Moreover, InterTankB and InterTankG enable variable
production rates within the other downstream power-
consuming units, namely the FAME and glycerol columns,
respectively. Additionally, FinalTankB and FinalTankG
are indispensable in enabling flexible production of both
purities and flow rates while simultaneously fulfilling the
demands for final products.
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Fig. 2. Biodiesel process flowsheet incorporating intermediate and final buffer tanks and employing a decentralized
optimization approach. The configuration with vapor recompression and heat integration adopts this flowsheet. As
indicated by dashed-red streams, the methanol column utilizes vapor recompression, while the other two columns
are heat-integrated. Two decentralized optimizers are considered here (VRC&HI-RSR and VRC&HI-BG).

We investigate two distinct process configurations, both of
which incorporate complete HI across the three distillation
columns. The vapor outlet of the FAME column undergoes
heat exchange with the bottoms of the glycerol column and
subsequently the methanol column, serving as the essen-
tial heat source for evaporating their respective bottoms.
We impose constraints on the temperature differences of
the outlet streams of the heat exchangers, stipulating a
minimal temperature difference of 10 ◦C. The differing
element between the two configurations lies in the presence
or absence of supplementary external heating sources for
the reboilers of the methanol and glycerol columns. These
configurations are denoted as HI-Cen and HI&Q-Cen, re-
spectively, with the added heating sources indicated by
red arrows pointing toward the reboilers (cf. Fig. 1). The
optimization variables are highlighted by arrows, wherein
Tsp,MeOHcol and Tsp,GLYcol are exclusive to HI&Q-Cen con-
figuration, acting as additional optimization variables. For
both configurations, a centralized optimization approach
is employed, entailing the resolution of the corresponding
optimization problems articulated in Section 3.

2.2 Process configuration with vapor recompression and
heat integration

Considering the high computational demands and chal-
lenges in achieving convergence when addressing large-
scale DO problems, we propose an alternative config-
uration for HI that allows for the use of a decentral-
ized optimization approach. In El Wajeh et al. (2024),
we demonstrated that by introducing the buffer tank,
InterTankOil, alongside the cooler, CoolerOil, we can
fix and thus tear the residual oil recycle, as depicted in
Fig. 2. This, in turn, allows for the decoupling of the
upstream processes of InterTankRSR from its downstream
processes. Consequently, we perform HI exclusively for the
FAME and glycerol columns while employing VRC for
the methanol column (cf. Fig. 2). Our method involves
direct VRC for the methanol column, utilizing the va-
por leaving from the top of the column. This vapor is
compressed, condensed within the reboiler, and partially
refluxed back to the column after pressure reduction via
a valve. To ensure balanced heat input, particularly due
to compressor-generated heat, a trim condenser becomes
necessary (Harwardt and Marquardt (2012)).

By leveraging this approach, we can implement two sepa-
rate decentralized optimizers for the two distinct process
parts, as illustrated in Fig. 2. This stands in contrast to
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relying on a centralized optimizer, as for the cases of HI-
Cen and HI&Q-Cen. These decentralized optimizers are
designated as VRC&HI-RSR and VRC&HI-BG, collec-
tively referred to as VRC&HI-Dec for this specific pro-
cess configuration. This methodology involves tackling two
distinct DO problems, encompassing smaller differential-
algebraic equation (DAE) systems. Consequently, this ap-
proach mitigates non-convergence concerns and reduces
overall computational costs.

3. DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

In all the process configurations under consideration,
our objective is to maximize the operating profit of
the process while satisfying all operational constraints
within a finite time horizon. Our assessment of operat-
ing profit includes the revenue generated by all process
products, accounting for all material and energy costs,
where electricity prices fluctuate as a time-variant param-
eter. The optimization variables (cf. Fig. 1) encompass
feed flow rates (ṅOil, ṅMeOH, and ṅBase), the temperature
change of the transesterifier jacket fluid (∆TJacket), tem-
perature setpoints for the column reboilers (Tsp,MeOHcol,
Tsp,FAMEcol, and Tsp,GLYcol), and outlet flow rates from the
transesterifier and intermediate buffer tanks (ṅTransOut,
ṅInterTankRSR, ṅInterTankB, and ṅInterTankG). Purity lim-
its for final biodiesel and glycerol products, along with
their required production rates, serve as path constraints.
Liquid levels within the reactors, decanter, column trays,
distillate drums, reboilers, and all buffer tanks are also
subject to path constraints. Furthermore, buffer tanks
have endpoint constraints, regulating liquid levels and con-
tent purity, preventing optimizers from exploiting initial
tank conditions, and ensuring convergence to a similar
state as the process’s initial state. For a comprehensive
understanding of optimization problem formulations and
mathematical definitions, we direct readers to our prior
work (El Wajeh et al. (2024)).

4. SCENARIO AND IMPLEMENTATION

In the simulations of all considered optimization strategies,
the demand-response scenario spans a one-day time frame,
during which a constant production demand of 20 t/h
for biodiesel and 2.12 t/h for glycerol must be met. To
capture the electricity price dynamics, we utilize historical
data from the German day-ahead spot market for Septem-
ber 3, 2022 (SMARD (2023)), which is depicted in Fig. 3.
Raw material and final product prices remain constant
throughout. Within the domain of all DO problems, the
optimization variables are discretized at uniformly spaced
intervals of one hour, while the constraints undergo dis-
cretization at 30-minute intervals.

In terms of additional benchmarks, we establish a compari-
son between the dynamically operated three configurations
and their corresponding SS counterparts. Furthermore, we
compare these configurations against an optimally flexible
operation scenario, similar to the one depicted in Fig. 1,
but excluding the incorporation of HI. We refer to this
scenario as NoHI-Cen, where we also employ a centralized
optimization approach.

Using our open-source optimization framework DyOS
(Caspari et al. (2019)), we employ direct single-shooting
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Fig. 3. Electricity prices in the German day-ahead spot
market on September 3, 2022 (SMARD (2023)).

(Sargent and Sullivan (1978)) for solving all optimization
problems under consideration. The DAE integrator uti-
lized is NIXE (Hannemann et al. (2010)), while SNOPT
(Gill et al. (2005)) is employed as the (local) optimization
solver. The underlying model comprises 182 differential
and 10336 algebraic variables and is developed in Modelica
and integrated into DyOS as a Functional Mockup Unit.
We configure the DAE integrator tolerances at 10−5, and
the solver feasibility and optimality tolerances at 10−4.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to assess the extent of operational flexibility
within the three proposed process configurations for HI,
we start by discussing the results pertaining to the pro-
duction rates of biodiesel and glycerol, in addition to the
total power consumption of the process. Following this,
we undertake a comparative analysis of their economic
performances against the NoHI-Cen configuration, consid-
ering energy and material costs, as well as profits. Fur-
thermore, we conduct a parallel evaluation relative to their
respective SS operations. Lastly, we evaluate the compu-
tational performances, particularly the CPU-time savings
arising from implementing the decentralized optimization
approach VRC&HI-Dec.

5.1 Production rates and power demand

Comparing the biodiesel production rate results depicted
in Fig. 4a with those of the NoHI-Cen configuration, it
becomes evident that the three HI configurations exhibit
reduced operational flexibility. Specifically, the NoHI-Cen
configuration showcases the capacity to operate at notably
reduced levels, especially during time intervals between
17.5 and 24. This behavior arises due to the constraints
imposed by the HI of process columns, notably the FAME
and glycerol columns, which in turn limit the degrees
of freedom available for optimization. As opposed to the
NoHI-Cen configuration, where the biodiesel production
rates can attain these lower limits, the HI configurations
display fewer instances of reaching maximal production
rates, such as during the periods spanning 5.5 to 7.5.

Analyzing the production profile of the HI-Cen configu-
ration in Fig. 4a, it becomes apparent that biodiesel pro-
duction flexibility is comparatively diminished in compar-
ison to the HI&Q-Cen and VRC&HI-Dec configurations.
This observation underscores the advantages of employing
external heating sources to enhance the production flexi-
bility of biodiesel. Moreover, the profile of the VRC&HI-
Dec configuration exhibits higher flexibility in contrast to
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Fig. 4. Production rates and overall power demand results for all examined configurations, both in dynamic operation
and their corresponding SS counterparts. (a), (b), and (c) show the production rates of biodiesel and glycerol and
the overall power consumption, respectively. SS represents the steady-state operations. The power demand results
for steady-state operations in (c) correspond to NoHI-Cen, HI-Cen, and HI&Q-Cen, shown in descending order of
values, respectively. The shaded regions within the graphs illustrate the electricity price profile corresponding to
the secondary axes.

the HI&Q-Cen configuration. This illustrates that heat-
integrating solely the glycerol and FAME columns while
simultaneously utilizing an additional heating source, con-
fers enhanced production flexibility compared to the full
HI of all three columns.

Examining Fig. 4b, the flexibility in glycerol production is
significantly reduced for the HI configurations in compar-
ison to NoHI-Cen. Within the glycerol column, the flow
rates are tightly limited to the extent of heat transfer oc-
curring in the column reboiler that engages in thermal ex-
change with the vapor outlet stream of the FAME column.
This interplay imposes limitations, especially evidenced
by the incapacity to reduce flow rates beyond specific
thresholds, a notable contrast to the NoHI-Cen configura-
tion. Furthermore, the power consumption of the glycerol
column during nominal operations is approximately half
that of the NoHI-Cen configuration, leading to a decreased
necessity for extensive flexibility in glycerol production.

Additionally, the pronounced advantages stemming from
the incorporation of supplementary heating sources be-
come clearly apparent. This holds particularly true during
the period between 11.5 to 15.5 in Fig. 4b. During this
interval, the flexibility in glycerol production rates expe-
riences a significant sudden increase in both the HI&Q-
Cen and VRC&HI-Dec configurations. Incorporating the
supplementary heating sources facilitates increasing the
flow rates within both the methanol and glycerol columns,
enabling them to approach higher thresholds. The nec-
essary heating duties for vaporizing these increased flow
rates through their respective reboilers are met by the
supplementary heating sources. That goes beyond the con-
straints solely imposed by the extent of heat exchange with
the vapor outlet stream of the FAME column, as observed
in the HI-Cen configuration.

The examination of total power consumption, as depicted
in Fig. 4c across the three HI configurations, stems from
the identical analysis applied to biodiesel and glycerol pro-
duction rates. In general, there is a noticeable reduction in
flexibility when compared to the NoHI-Cen configuration.
Notably, the enhanced flexibility observed in HI&Q-Cen
and VRC&HI-Dec in comparison to HI-Cen aligns with

the increased flexibility observed in the production rates.
This alignment becomes particularly pronounced during
the timeframe from 11.5 to 15.5, wherein the increased
glycerol production rates contribute to an additional layer
of flexibility.

5.2 Economic evaluation

Table 1 provides an overview of the total profit, energy
cost, and material cost associated with each considered HI
configuration, compared against those of NoHI-Cen. As
anticipated, the incorporation of HI across all configura-
tions yields substantial reductions in energy costs, with
VRC&HI-Dec displaying the least pronounced decrease.
Noteworthy is that while material costs experience an
increase, the overall profits remain superior to those of
the NoHI-Cen baseline.

Table 1. Operating profit, energy cost, and
material cost for each optimizer. The savings
relative to NoHI-Cen are given in parentheses.

NoHI-
Cen

HI-
Cen

HI&Q-
Cen

VRC&HI-
Dec

Energy
cost [ke]

80
67

(17 %)
65

(18 %)
68

(14 %)
Material
cost [ke]

556
560

(−0.6 %)
558

(−0.2 %)
563

(−1.2 %)
Profit
[ke]

679
688

(1.4 %)
692

(2 %)
685

(1 %)

In Table 2, we present a comparative evaluation of profit
and cost outcomes for each HI configuration in relation
to their corresponding SS operations. Within all HI con-
figurations, the attained savings, though significant, fall
short of those realized by NoHI-Cen. This underscores the
additional constraints that HI introduces, thereby con-
stricting the available optimization degrees of freedom.
In comparison to HI-Cen, both HI&Q-Cen and VRC&HI-
Dec yield heightened energy cost savings, emphasizing the
elevated flexibility stemming from the incorporation of
external heating sources. Furthermore, VRC&HI-Dec sur-
passes HI&Q-Cen in energy cost savings due to its distinct
configuration wherein HI is confined to the FAME and
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Table 2. Savings of energy and material costs
and increase in profit for each optimizer rela-

tive to its corresponding SS operation.

NoHI-
Cen

HI-
Cen

HI&Q-
Cen

VRC&HI-
Dec

Energy cost 29 % 16 % 17 % 19 %
Material cost 1.4 % 0.7 % 1.1 % 0.2 %
Profit 6.1 % 2.4 % 2.9 % 2.7 %

glycerol columns, thus expanding optimization options.
Additionally, it is worth highlighting that the increase in
total profit for the HI configurations is comparatively more
restrained compared to NoHI-Cen.

5.3 Computational performance

In Fig. 5, we provide the CPU times required for solving
the DO problems associated with the three HI configu-
rations. As anticipated, the adoption of a decentralized
optimization strategy in VRC&HI-Dec yields a notable re-
duction in CPU time, amounting to approximately three-
fold savings when compared to HI-Cen or HI&Q-Cen.
Additionally, in the process of configuring and scaling the
optimization problems for VRC&HI-Dec, a lesser degree of
effort was expended, owing to the comparatively smaller
DAE systems. This, in turn, led to improved convergence
during the problem-solving phase.

CPU time [s]

HI-Cen

VRC&HI-RSR

VRC&HI-BG

VRC&HI-Dec

530

160

690

HI&Q-Cen 2165

1900

Fig. 5. CPU times for solving the dynamic optimization
problems of the considered process configurations.

6. CONCLUSION

While incorporating external heating sources for the re-
boilers may not be a primary concern when optimizing
for steady-state profitability, we demonstrate that this
configuration, as applied to biodiesel production, delivers
superior results in dynamic operation, especially when con-
sidering demand-side management. Furthermore, despite
that the configuration employing a decentralized optimiza-
tion approach involves a lesser extent of heat integration
and subsequently fewer energy cost savings, its superior
computational performance renders it more suitable for
online applications. This is especially relevant for economic
nonlinear model predictive control, which will be the focus
of our future work. It is worth noting that the results
obtained from our investigation in the context of biodiesel
production may not necessarily apply to other chemical
processes to the same extent. Different processes may
encounter limitations due to constraints on educts storage
or may have fewer degrees of freedom in optimization.
Nevertheless, it is crucial to emphasize that the selection
of heat integration process configurations necessitates a

departure from conventional process designs, especially
when considering dynamic operation applications.
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